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25+ Years of RUME

1989-1991
- UME Trends
- JMM session on RUME
- RUMEC(+) Joint CMTE on RUME (until 2005)
- RCME Volume I
- RCME Volume II

early 90’s
- Formal conferences on RUME
- RCME Volume III
- Association for RUME

1996-1999
- RCME Volume IV
- RCME Volume V
- RCME Volume VI
- RCME Volume VII
- Making the Connection: Research and Teaching in Undergraduate Mathematics Education (MAA Notes Volume 73)

2000-2010
- 2015
- SIGMAA on RUME

International Journal of RUME (Springer)
Notes:
2001: September conference cancelled because of 9/11
2002: Pre-session to MAA MathFest instead of stand-alone conference
2004: No conference because shifting annual date (October 2003 to February 2005)
Note: The RUME Conference began a *Proceedings* in 2007.
Note: From a systematic but not exhaustive search in Academic Search Premier (ASP). 2014 is the most recent full year for which ASP promises complete data for a journal. Search terms "peer-reviewed" "mathematics" "undergraduate or college" resulted in about 1800 hits. A review of titles (and abstracts when needed) identified which were RUME. Selection criteria: research about undergraduates learning mathematics and/or college faculty teaching mathematics (e.g., some papers that appeared in JMTE are included because they are about pre-service teachers learning mathematics in college mathematics classes).